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	Intertraffic Amsterdam 2024
Join us at booth No. 01.215 from April 16-19, 2024
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Podcast – KapschTechTalk 
featuring discussions on technology and innovation
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Get in ContactKapsch is one of Austria's most successful global technology companies. Kapsch Group currently comprises various subsidiaries including the flagship company Kapsch TrafficCom. With its comprehensive ITS portfolio, Kapsch is actively addressing the challenges of the present and the future with intelligent mobility solutions in a wide range of application areas. As a family-owned company founded in 1892 and headquartered in Vienna, Kapsch can look back on 130 years of experience with the future. Each year, the Kapsch Group invests approximately ten percent of total revenues back into research and development to ensure consistent innovation and new technologies for the benefit of its customers around the world.
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Kapsch TrafficCom
Kapsch TrafficCom offers innovative solutions for transport and traffic. In the fields of tolling, traffic management, smart urban mobility, road safety, and connected vehicles, the company creates systems for sustainable mobility.
A clear goal in mind
By offering cutting-edge mobility solutions in the field of traffic, Kapsch TrafficCom is pursuing a clear vision: to help people get from A to B – comfortably, safely, efficiently, and on time. Throughout the entire value chain, we focus on sustainability and ways to protect the environment.
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Discover the world of Kapsch TrafficCom
[image: teaser-07]Worldwide innovation
Nationally or internationally: With locations around the world, Kapsch TrafficCom offers intelligent mobility solutions exactly where they are needed.
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Cards on the table: In the investor relations section, you'll find more information on the business model, corporate governance, and the most important reports available for download. 
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"Any questions for us?"
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News from the world of Kapsch

News, images and information material: In the press area you will find everything you need to report on Kapsch!
See all



	3. April 2024
The biggest challenge for sustainable mobility lies in a change in citizens' behavior
The Chair of Sustainable and Intelligent Mobility officially launched the cooperation with the University of Comillas in Madrid.


Read the full article


	19. March 2024
Safer roads in Ireland with Connected Vehicles milestone
Ireland's NIMS (Network Intelligence and Management System) initiative is launching a C-ITS pilot project to increase traffic safety.


Read the full article


	22. February 2024
Connected Vehicle technology to improve highway safety wins ITS award
Kapsch TrafficCom has won the Connected and Automated Vehicle Award at the ITS Australia Awards 2024 for a project in Queensland, Australia.


Read the full article


	21. February 2024
Kapsch TrafficCom – Result for the first three quarters of 2023/24
In the first three quarters of financial year 2023/24, a decisive course for the future was set by the Kapsch TrafficCom Group.


Read the full article


	20. February 2024
Hybrid tolling project on highways in southeastern France
Kapsch TrafficCom is proud to announce a tolling contract awarded by APRR (Autoroutes Paris-Rhin-Rhône).


Read the full article


	15. February 2024
Carbon Disclosure Project recognizes Kapsch TrafficCom
For the second year in a row, Kapsch TrafficCom received the third-highest grade (out of eight) in the yearly Carbon Disclosure Project.


Read the full article


	13. February 2024
State-of-the-art traffic signal management in Sweden
Kapsch TrafficCom was selected by the traffic authority Trafikverket to carry out a renewal of the nationwide traffic light control system.


Read the full article


	13. February 2024
Toppmodern styrning av trafiksignaler i Sverige
Kapsch TrafficCom valdes ut av Trafikverket för att genomföra en förnyelse av det rikstäckande trafikljusstyrningssystemet.


Read the full article


	8. February 2024
Faster goods delivery with barrier-free tolling in UAE
Kapsch TrafficCom has successfully installed an end-to-end truck tolling system in the Emirate of Ras Al Khaimah (part of the United Arab Emirates).


Read the full article


	5. February 2024
Tolltickets and Austrian ASFINAG expand tolling offering
tolltickets announces its cooperation with ASFINAG, which significantly expands tolltickets' sales network in digital toll products.


Read the full article


	25. January 2024
Louisiana, USA: Cloud-based deployment of Kapsch’s Commercial Back Office System and End-to-End tolling solution enters full operation
The state of the art end-to-end Roadside Toll Collection system inclusive the Commercial Back Office system was officially reopened on November 20.


Read the full article


	24. January 2024
Vitoria-Gasteiz relies on Kapsch TrafficCom for sustainable public transportation
Kapsch TrafficCom has successfully installed traffic signal priority systems for public transport in the Basque city of Vitoria-Gasteiz.


Read the full article


	16. January 2024
Kapsch TrafficCom manages mobility in Spanish city
Since early 2023, Kapsch TrafficCom has been tasked with the management of the city's traffic information and control systems of Vitoria-Gasteiz.


Read the full article


	8. January 2024
Kapsch TrafficCom installs tolling system on new highways in Serbia in record time
Kapsch TrafficCom announces the successful opening of the first stage of a major highway tolling project in Serbia.


Read the full article


	27. December 2023
Joint venture with Kapsch TrafficCom wins toll project in Switzerland
A joint venture with Kapsch TrafficCom has been awarded the contract by BAZG to supply hardware and services for the national truck tolling system.


Read the full article


	20. December 2023
Basque Country: Kapsch TrafficCom awarded for road safety excellence
Kapsch TrafficCom is proud to announce that it was awarded the Innovabide Special Mention for its commitment and excellence in road safety management.


Read the full article


	19. December 2023
Kapsch TrafficCom wins key US tunnel management project
Kapsch TrafficCom was awarded a tunnel management contract for the USD 755 Million Parallel Thimble Shoal Tunnel in Chesapeake Bay, Virginia.


Read the full article


	14. December 2023
California, USA: Orange County Transportation Authority upgrades one of the busiest corridors in the country
On December 1st, Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA) opened the I-405 Express Lanes system designed and built by Kapsch TrafficCom.


Read the full article


	7. December 2023
Faster hospital access with traffic light priority
The Spanish subsidiary has successfully installed the mobility and safety elements for the first traffic light priority for buses in Madrid.


Read the full article


	30. November 2023
Change in the number of voting rights and the share capital
Kapsch TrafficCom AG hereby notifies pursuant to BörseG that the total number of voting rights amounts to a total of 14,300,000 at the end of November 2023.


Read the full article
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